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2018 ISMTE Asian-Pacific
Conference
Editors’ Note: The following are summaries of some of the sessions from the conference.
Preprint Servers: What You Need to Know

Reported by Julie Nash

the society’s journal editors encouraged the ACS staff to re-

President, ISMTE

examine its policy and practice with using preprint servers.

Senior Partner, J&J Editorial, LLC

That lead the society to look into the possibilities and
evaluate the need and value of a having a chemistry-specific
preprint server. The society found that having a chemistry-

This session on preprint servers was designed to explain

focused preprint server would have a lot of value for authors,

what preprint servers are, how they are being used and

such as the ability to share information, data, and new

developed, and discuss any ethical considerations.

findings with communities long before publication and the

John Inglis is the co-founder of Cold Spring Harbor

opportunity to possibility improve papers as a result of that

Laboratory’s preprint servers for the life sciences, bio-

engagement. As a result of the research and discussion, the

Rxiv, launched in 2013, and health sciences, medRxiv,

ACS launched ChemRxiv in August 2017. As of the beginning

coming in September 2018. He kicked off the session by

of March, 235 preprints were posted with more than 140,000

reviewing bioRxiv’s progress, pointing to a rapidly rising

views and downloads.

rate of submissions that has reached 1400 manuscripts

Finally, Michael Wise, a member of the Committee on

per month. The server now has 23,000 papers in 26

Publication Ethics (COPE) Council and Associate Professor

subject categories, from over 100,000 authors world-

of Computer Science and Engineering at the University of

wide. Authors of manuscripts placed on bioRxiv have the

Western Australia, discussed the ethical considerations with

option of submitting them directly to more than 120

preprint servers. He pointed out that there are a number of

journals. And more than 20 journals, most recently six

challenges, such as preprint servers “scooping” authors

titles from the Public Library of Science, offer authors of a

waiting in line to publish at a journal and the lack of clarity as

submitted manuscript the opportunity to post the paper

to whether a journal will accept a paper that is already on a

simultaneously to bioRxiv. medRxiv is being launched by

preprint server. He also mentioned that there are license

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in partnership with the

issues that authors should be aware of before posting on a

British Medical Journal and the Yale Open Data Access

preprint server and then submitting to a journal. In addition,

project, and the specific submission requirements for

he mentioned that the process of handling ethical issues

manuscripts and screening criteria will be announced

once an article is posted on a preprint server (retractions,

shortly.

authorship questions, etc.) is still a bit unclear. He advised

Following Inglis’ talk, Dr. Sarah Tegen, Vice President of

that journals should have clear, published policies regarding

Global Journals Development for ACS Publications, spoke

preprint servers. To answer many of the ethical questions

about the American Chemical Society’s launch of its own

around preprint servers, COPE released a Discussion

preprint server, ChemRxiv. Tegen talked about how many of

Document in March.
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Communicating Science Effectively Beyond the Journal Article

Reported by Satyajit Rout

Rout started off proceedings by introducing new and

Head, Research Communication Services, Editage/Cactus

enriched content formats that today supplement the tradi-

Communications

tional journal article and help boost its reach and impact. He
shared brief outlines of the benefits and use cases of the

In the face of growing competition in the academic

visual, audio-visual, audio, and text formats before sharing

publishing industry and increasing funder emphasis on

case studies of three premier scholarly publishers who are

providing evidence of research impact, publishers are

pioneering the use of new content formats to achieve a

now under immense pressure to reach wider audiences

variety of objectives, ranging from drawing traffic to en-

and engage the public at large. Publishers are therefore

gaging core audiences to launching proprietary products.

beginning to disseminate their published research out-

Yang followed up by sharing the trajectory of how the

put through new channels and media; this helps their

Annals of Laboratory Medicine (ALM), the flagship title of

publications be discovered from among growing vol-

the Korean Society of Laboratory Medicine, has employed

umes of academic output and helps fuel engagement

the video format to increase citations of its published articles

with a broad and diverse audience beyond the traditional

and broaden the overall impact of published science. He also

confines of academic disciplines. This session covered

outlined the encouraging results of ALM’s efforts at dis-

some of the emerging communication formats editorial

tributing published content through TrendMD, an online

offices are working with as well as shed light on evolving

distribution service.

outreach strategies to engage a broader readership. This

The last presentation by Yan was arguably the most ex-

session also touched upon how the scientific community

citing segment via his introduction of WeChat as an engage-

in China—the world’s largest contributor to research

ment channel increasingly being adopted by Chinese scholarly

output—is using WeChat to collaborate and share new

journals and scientists alike. This was an eye-opening session

research findings.

for several members in the audience, and not surprisingly it led

The session included presentations by Satyajit Rout, who
was also the moderator; Dr. John Yang, Assistant Editor for

to eager questions about WeChat and about the Chinese
scholarly communication landscape in general.

the Annals of Laboratory Medicine; and Dr. Shuai Yan, Ac-

In summary, this was an eye-opening session on the very

ademic Relationship Director at Springer Nature (Greater

current hot topic of effective science communication, which is

China).

making waves across the global scholarly publishing community.

Launching a Journal: The Practical Aspects of Starting Up a New Journal

Reported by Chi Wai (Rick) Lee, PhD

Lyndsey Dixon, Regional Journals Editorial Director for

Deputy General Manager, World Scientific Publishing Co. Pte.

Asia Pacific at Taylor & Francis Group, is also a course tutor

Ltd.

for the STM Association Intensive Course in Journal Publishing. In this session, she started by highlighting the situ-

The decision of launching a new journal rather than expanding

ations in which launching a new journal are probably not the

an existing journal to accommodate a new area of growth

best route to take. She then went through the process of

is always a complex one. Once a decision is made to

launching a new journal, which includes three main phases:

start a new journal, there are many factors to consider.

• Proposing a New Journal

This session reviewed various aspects of starting a new

•

Publisher Approval Process

academic journal.

•

Preparing for Launch

www.ISMTE.org
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When proposing a new journal, there are a few areas to

Once the proposal is approved and the contract is signed,

consider. Identifying a new journal idea and answering the

the next phase is to prepare for the launch. Various aspects of

following questions are most important:

the production process, such as the formatting, style and

•

Why is there a need for this journal?

•

What type of journal will it be?

•

Who is it for, and who is going to be involved?

•

How is it going to be disseminated?

•

When is it going to be launched?

workflow, need to be confirmed. Another key aspect is the
type of peer review to adopt and how to provide an efficient
peer-review process. This also involves the monitoring of the
participation of editorial board members in the peer-review
process.
Lastly, Dixon described some of the journal promotion

As different publishing houses might have different approval

channels. For example, use social media to amplify the reach

processes for launching a new journal, Dixon briefly outlined the

of the journal announcement, link journal home page from

Taylor & Francis journal approval processes. It starts with a

personal online profiles, produce journal-branded business

proposal that addresses the “why,” “what,” “who,” “how,” and

cards, highlight high-impact articles in advance of publica-

“when” questions above. The processes involved proposal

tion through various networks, set up electronic table of

submission, review from both internal and external reviewers,

content alerts for the journal, and remind authors to dis-

revisions, and final approval.

tribute free ePrints through their networks.

How Publishers Are Nurturing Their Author Community Throughout the Research Cycle

Reported by Donald Samulack, PhD

central theme being that the success of a journal rests in

President, US Operations, Editage/Cactus Communications

the hands of the author community, and it is important for the
publisher to not only know the author community, but also to

In recent years, publishers have begun recognizing and

engage with the author and to inspire the author to leverage

responding to author needs more promptly and in more in-

the services offered by the publisher in the publisher’s eco-

novative ways than before. One emerging trend on the author-

system. Ideally, this ecosystem is designed to offer the author

publisher landscape is the development of author engagement

tools and services to support them at every stage of the re-

environments (or ecosystems), through which publishers aim

search cycle. It is meant to be an integrated, collaborative

to support authors at each stage of their publication journey

ecosystem, integrating tools and services seamlessly into the

and improve the overall author experience by offering a wide

author’s productivity and workflow patterns. In an ideal world,

spectrum of author-facing tools and services. To this end,

the author should be able to develop, submit, and track their

several publishers are partnering with specialist author-services

manuscript, and provide peer review within the publisher’s

providers and web services to offer authors support according

ecosystem. There should be no reason for an author to leave

to the stage of research or career development they are at: (1)

the publisher’s ecosystem, or to look anywhere else for similar

collaboration platforms during the research and manuscript

support!

preparation stage, (2) language editing services and educa-

Dixon expanded upon this theme by presenting how

tional resources at the reporting stage, and (3) research

Taylor & Francis supports the researcher’s workflow

communication services post publication (plain-language

throughout the research cycle, by providing access

summaries, infographics, media summaries, and video sum-

to industry technologies and software offerings that

maries). In this session, case studies and first-hand accounts of

facilitate “open” scholarly output and research commu-

how to engage authors in this manner were presented.

nication—moving beyond open access towards open

The session offered presentations by Donald Samulack, who

scholarship. The Taylor & Francis author ecosystem is

was also the moderator, and Lyndsey Dixon, Regional Journals

designed to not only streamline author workflow, but also

Editorial Director for Asia Pacific at Taylor & Francis Group.

to leverage various digital technologies to facilitate dis-

Samulack first set the stage by defining the evolution

coverability and visibility of researcher output—whether a

and maturation of publisher thought patterns—from a

published paper, a data set or software offering, or peer-

publisher-centric to an author-centric approach—with the

review contributions.

www.ISMTE.org
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The session offered very practical advice on what a

integrated, collaborative ecosystem—to nurture all forms of

publisher, big or small, needs to be thinking about to dy-

an author’s productivity, and not just the generation of a

namically

research paper for publication.

engage

the

author

community

within

an

ISMTE Resources

Energize your editorial office operations, and check out this month’s featured resource, “Primer for New Manuscript
Submission Check-in Process,” from the ISMTE Professional Development Education Committee. Whether you’re
looking for direction on a process or browsing for an idea to improve your workflow, click on the link and see if you can
learn something new today.

www.ISMTE.org
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Working Remotely: Is Anyone
Out There?
greet her in person and share her party. Some of the society

By Deborah Bowman,
MFA, ELS

employees probably think the “Managing Editor” is just a
myth. An email message sent from me to the birthday girl

Senior Managing Editor of Clinical

isn’t the same as a face-to-face greeting, hug, and conver-

Publications
Gastrointestinal Endoscopy

sation about how she will celebrate after work, and the un-

and VideoGIE

fulfilled offer of cake elicits my wistful sigh.
The inability to get to know my co-workers makes email a
minefield. They don’t know my sense of humor, so they can easily
misunderstand my simplest messages. I find myself reading and
re-reading every email before hitting “Send” to make sure it can’t

Buried in a drafty office in a 140-year-old building outside of
Wentzville, Missouri, I stare at my computer screen and
wonder whether anyone is really on the other end of the
delicate digital thread that connects us. Or am I living in a
Twilight Zone episode where I am the last human alive and
the emails I’m receiving are really controlled by aliens or

be misinterpreted. Of course, that’s a good idea anyway, but it’s
especially true for the remote worker. Because I can’t step over
to someone’s office to give a quick message, I spend a lot of time
making sure my communications are clear, concise, complete,
and polite. A corollary to that is it’s harder to reach people to
get answers. Email is much easier to ignore than a knock on

droids? Such are the thoughts of a remote managing editor.

someone’s office door or a face hovering inches away. People

Don’t get me wrong—I wouldn’t trade my situation for the

also tend to not read emails thoroughly, so even if I get an

medical society office life for anything. I love working remotely;

answer, it’s often incomplete. They may ignore that question

1

in my last paragraph or misread something. Face-to-face I

But nothing is perfect; it does have drawbacks. From inter-

would immediately say, “No, I meant…” or “But what about….”

ruptions to loneliness to invisibility, the problems are very real.

But when I put that follow-up in an email, I might be waiting

Some remote workers complain that their kids don’t re-

another day or two to get my answer. Not having someone

spect their boundaries and interrupt them constantly. I have

looking over my shoulder can be listed in the pro column of

an office away from my home, and my kids have all grown up

working remotely—until I have a question and wish someone

and flown the coop, but being interrupted is a dilemma not

were there with the quick answer.

in fact, I wrote an article about that several years ago for EON.

only perpetrated by children. Adults who wouldn’t dream of

Sitting in on conference calls of office meetings can be

dropping in on me if I worked at the society office don’t seem

challenging for remote workers. Not only is it often difficult

to understand that I am no less at work just because my

to hear what they’re saying, but sometimes they forget I’m

colleagues are hundreds of miles away. They think nothing of

even on the line. I can’t see their PowerPoints and videos, and

stopping by for a chat and are mystified when I say I can’t

they don’t ask my opinion or give me the chance to vote on

leave to attend non–work-related meetings of local organi-

the floating holiday. When I do get to speak, I wonder whether

zations during the day. I’m sure many of them think I’m just

they are rolling their eyes at each other. Paranoia—yes, that’s a

anti-social.

drawback for the remote worker!

Speaking of colleagues, another problem with working

I work a lot of hours—10- to 12-hour days are not unusual

remotely is that I don’t really get to know the other people

for me—but no one knows that! I find myself looking for

who work at the society office. I can’t have lunches with them,

excuses to send an email to my bosses when I’m working late,

discover what they find annoying, talk about what they do for

just so they know I’m still in the office. I check my email

the company, or learn about their families or non-work lives.

around the clock, more frequently than if I were in the office

I’m not there for the introductions on a new employee’s first

under the watchful eye of supervisors, including during my

day. I get the office-wide emails that say, “Join us in cele-

lunchtime, to make sure they don’t think I’m taking a lot of

brating Jennifer’s birthday with a slice of cake,” but I can’t

breaks. The society office lights are set to go off at six

www.ISMTE.org
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o’clock; most nights I’m still going strong at that hour. If I

So have aliens taken over the world? Probably not, but

were in the Chicago office, someone would notice. Not

I sometimes feel like I’m the subject of a knock-knock

getting “credit” for the extra time I put in is frustrating—but

joke (Who’s there? Hello? Anybody?). Envy the remote

more than that, it makes me feel invisible. Invisibility, by the

worker if you must, but also remember her when it’s time

way, is bad for a person’s career. Out of sight, out of mind

for promotions—or birthday cake.

holds true for the remote worker, who has to try extra hard
to make herself be seen. When it’s time to move up in the
company or just to get extra favors, I’m not the person they

Reference

think of.

1. Bowman D. Follow your yellow brick road. EON. 2008;1(10):2–3.

Join an ISMTE Local Group Today!
ISMTE Local Groups have formed through the efforts of members who would like to meet with peers and colleagues in
their local area for networking and discussion. Participation is not limited to ISMTE members, and the only cost associated with participation will be your meal, if the group meets at a restaurant.
Active Groups:
• Boston, Massachusetts

• Oxford, United Kingdom

• Chicagoland Area

• Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

• Heidelberg, Germany

• Rochester, New York

• New York, New York

• Washington, DC Area

• North Carolina - Research Triangle Park Area

• Tokyo, Japan

• Australia

• London, United Kingdom

• Russia

• Kathmandu, Nepal

Visit the ISMTE Local Groups page to join a local group or to find more information.

www.ISMTE.org
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Working Remotely: I’m
Here—and Loving It
By Alice M. Landwehr
LinkedIn | @landwehr_am

The Get-Out Bear

When I first started working from home 100% in 2011, I remember that a friend of mine said, “How can you stay focused? I’d be so distracted, like, about doing laundry, that I’d
never get any work done.”

When I worked for the American Board of Radiology
as a Senior Content Editor, we had an enclosed and

Now, to be clear, my friend has indoor plumbing and a

dedicated editors’ office “bullpen” that was apparently a

washing machine. She wasn’t talking about going to the creek

very attractive gathering space for friendly colleagues to

with a washboard and laying the clothes out on rocks to dry.

come and chat with us. Because it was a shared space,

So, go throw laundry in the washing machine, get back to

when someone came to chat with one of us, we all ended

work, and 40 minutes later, throw it in the dryer, and get

up chatting; and somehow, magically, more and more

back to work again. Everyone does realize that you should

people would come in and we’d soon have a crowd.

not sit at a computer for hours straight, right? You need to

Eventually, after I felt quite enough chat time had passed,

stand up and move around regularly, and if laundry or other

I’d say, “All right; everybody out!” And I’d laughingly and

household chores is your motivator to do that, so much the

good-naturedly usher everyone not an editor out the door.

multitasking better.

My fellow editors thought this was hilarious.
When I left the employment of the ABR, they said, “Who

Doin’ It My Way
Beyond the seriously fabulous lack of driving commute time,
the best parts of working from home are flexibility and being
able to create your own work environment.
Remember all the things that annoyed you when working
in a traditional “brick-and-mortar” office? People who left
their dirty dishes in the shared kitchen/breakroom sink?
The smell of certain foods that were unpleasant to you? And—
oh my stars—the person who insisted upon wearing excessive perfume or cologne? (I actually was forced to ask a
temporary employee to wear “less”; the smell knocked me
over when I opened the door to our office suite; I developed a
tremendous headache after only a few minutes—and I had to

is going to say ‘All right; everybody out!’ the way that only
you can do when you are no longer here?”
So I gave them the Get-Out Bear.
This little pink plush bear with the saddest face you’ve
ever seen would record a person’s voice and play it back.
I recorded my voice saying “All right; everybody out!”
and they gleefully used it whenever a congregation in the
editors’ office stayed too long.
Amusingly, and perhaps frighteningly, they also told me
that sometimes the little pink bear would play my voice
randomly, when no one had pressed the play button!
They used the Get-Out Bear with my voice on it for
years until one day it was lost.

spend nine hours in it. I tried to stand it for a week.)
Not to mention the repeated interruptions for so-called

music who might as well not have been wearing head-

“water-cooler chats” and workplace drama. The person

phones because you could still hear the music? The

who would wear headphones to listen to their preferred

office was too cold, or too hot, or too stuffy, or too

www.ISMTE.org
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much air flow, or didn’t have windows, or had too many

that we can have an honest reaction to something and no

windows?

one can see or hear us. When a business associate does

Oh, yes, I remember those days really well.

something you think is absolutely ridiculous or appalling,

So I’m here, in my own home, in my own home office, and

you don’t have to school your face. Just let it out, maybe
say a few choice words, then take a break and a deep

loving it.
Here I create my own space. I gave myself a corner office!
I control the temperature, turning on space heaters or fans

breath and, if a reply is needed, draft a beautifully written,
consummately professional email in response.

whenever I want, wearing sweaters or tank tops as I choose. I
can listen to my own music whenever and how softly or loudly
as I want. I can eat any food I want. I can have, let’s say,

Workin’ It

questionable hygiene on a given day (not that I do, mind you!).

Yes, there are downsides to being an independent contractor

I can control my day (uhhhh, you know, more or less) and

working from home. Don’t even get me started on taxes and

set my own priorities without someone standing over my

medical insurance and lack of an employer-sponsored re-

shoulder. I don’t have to complete a time-off permission form

tirement savings plan. And working from home is still working.
But I am fine without the birthday cakes, brownies, cookies,

and get approvals from multiple supervisors and the human
resources department to go to appointments.
Priceless to me is the flexibility of being able to take care of

and bagels (heck, let’s be honest, I’m still trying to lose all that
weight!).
In my opinion, creating and re-creating my own working

family members and pets; getting exercise, whether at home
1

or the gym; taking silly dance breaks ; and working wherever

environment and having flexibility and self-direction in my

there is Internet access, which could include libraries, coffee

day far outweighs the cons.

houses, a relative’s house, hotel rooms at the beach or in the
mountains, a hospital while a spouse is having surgery, or even
just outside in the sun.
When I asked some colleagues about their favorite parts

Reference
(1) Landwehr, AM. Why reinvent the twist? EON. 2017;10(10):8-9.

of working from home, one person brilliantly pointed out

doi: https://doi.org/10.18243/eon/2017.10.10.4

Peer Review Week 2018
Save the Date!
This year’s Peer Review Week will be held September 10 to 15 and will focus on the topic of Diversity and Inclusion in
Peer Review.

Call for Submissions
Are you a fan of EON? Do you have an idea for an article, column, or special section? EON is currently accepting
submissions for our 2018 issues. Contact our editorial office today for more information.

www.ISMTE.org
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The ISMTE Denver Local Group
By Kristen Overstreet

Kimberly J. Retzlaff

Senior Partner

Senior Manager - Editorial

Origin Editorial

American Water Works
Association

It is so much fun to meet other editorial office professionals in

some things to keep in mind to help facilitate effective

person, share food and drink, and talk about subjects that

collaboration include:

make most other people’s eyes roll back in their heads. Have

s Assume good intentions. If a new designer or

you ever had any success talking about work at a non-

proofreader doesn’t immediately adapt to the

industry cocktail party?

house style, it’s likely not because they’re trying to

There are no worries about dead stares or awkward si-

sabotage you. They need help to learn the style, just

lences at the Denver Local Group meeting. We are excited to

as any in-house employee would.

see the other attendees and talk about whatever the agenda

s Be patient. Change is always a little bit

topic for the evening is, as well as whatever is foremost on

stressful, but publishing continues to change at a

our minds that day. We ask each other’s advice, explore new

rapid pace. So it’s important to take changes in

ideas, and enjoy hearing about the ups and downs of a day in

stride and to be patient with new partners, em-

another editorial office. There are usually six to eight at-

ployees, and vendors.

tendees and a different group each time, depending upon

s Leverage your power. Sometimes, a new

people’s availability.

vendor doesn’t meet expectations and does not

Our next meeting will be the evening of June 5, time and

improve over time. If that vendor is employed by

location to be determined. If you would like to be added to

the society’s publishing partner, it may be neces-

the email distribution list, you can contact Kimberly at

sary to insist on change for the quality of the

kretzlaff@awwa.org or Kristie at Kristen@origineditorial.

publication. If the partnership is valuable to both

com. We would love to have you join us! You don’t have

parties, changes will be made to ensure the part-

to be a member of ISMTE to attend.

nership continues.

The Denver Local Group held its first meeting in November 2016 and met quarterly in 2017. We had our first

• Remote workforce—in the case of Origin Editorial,

meeting of 2018 in March and discussed collaboration.

which employs numerous contractors for various pro-

Below, you can see the notes from our meeting that were

jects, a sense of teamwork can be facilitated through

sent out to the group.

regular conference calls. In some cases, a full team

Collaboration is key for running an editorial office effec-

meeting is helpful, but in other cases, it may be effective

tively, but there are many obstacles to collaboration in to-

to have a smaller group meet to talk about a specific

day’s busy environment. Some of the topics we discussed at

project. It is possible to build a collaborative team even if

the ISMTE Denver Local meeting on March 7, 2018, included
the following:
•

none of the members of that team work in the same place!
•

Editors-in-Chief—some EICs are more collabora-

New partnerships—for example, in the case of AWWA,

tive than others, but regardless of the EIC’s style,

partnering with Wiley to produce two periodicals—

the editorial office team needs to work together to

introduce new people, workflows, and work styles. This

meet his or her expectations. It’s helpful when the

can be difficult to adapt to, especially if the team was

EIC will take time to discuss expectations so the

high-functioning before. In dealing with new partners,

editorial office team can adapt to them and work to

www.ISMTE.org
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achieve them. In cases where expectations are not

THE ISMTE DENVER LOCAL GROUP

•

The evolving role of editors—it seems to be that the

established, or they’re unreasonable (e.g., “read my

quality of the written word is becoming less important to

mind”), working with the EIC can lead to high staff

publishers, who are cutting back more and more on

turnover and frustrating meetings. Sometimes you just

editing to save money. Facilitating a high-functioning

need to hang in there, take lots of notes, and develop

editorial office and fast time to publication is becoming

a key to the mind-reading aspects of the task.

a more prominent function of the editorial office team.

www.ISMTE.org
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CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers Needed!
Looking for a way to get more involved with ISMTE? Several volunteer opportunities are now available. Find one that
interests you!
Join the Peer Review Week Task Force. Volunteers will work as a team to develop, promote, and implement ISMTE’s
participation in this year’s Peer Review Week. Peer Review Week is a global collaboration across many organizations and
stakeholders promoting activities and events that strengthen and celebrate peer review. We will begin organizing and
planning in May and June, promote ISMTE’s participation in the weeks leading up to Peer Review Week, and oversee any
events/activities during Peer Review Week (September 10-15). The task force will communicate primarily by email but
may schedule conference calls as needed.
Join the Social Media Committee. The Social Media Committee is seeking to expand its offerings. They are looking for
new members and anyone who would be interested in the following:
1. Creating social media posts for the upcoming ISMTE meeting (take a look at the program and sessions, posters, etc.) and
creating a schedule of posts to promote the meeting and program with posting starting in June/July.
2. Reaching out to current ISMTE board/members to collect short bios, headshots, and social media handles/accounts to do
a continuous “who is ISMTE” on social media.
3. Monitoring specific social media accounts to share/re-tweet relevant content regarding the STM publishing industry OR
creating a monthly “what’s happening in STM publishing” roundup based on industry news for an ISMTE-specific post.

Please contact Alethea Gerding at agerding@prosthodontics.org if you have any questions or would like to throw your
hat in the ring!
If none of these specific volunteer opportunities interest you, but you do wish to volunteer, let Alethea know, and she will
find a volunteer spot for you!

CALL TO ISMTE MEMBERS
Are you a freelancer or staff member working for a journal office? If so, we would love to hear from you about your
experiences.
We are putting a team together for the ISMTE Standards Committee about Best Practices used. The Standards
Committee has been put together to develop industry standards.
We would love you to join in a group chat about this or, even better, join us on the Standards Committee, so we can put
together a really fantastic set of Best Practices for Editorial Offices.
Please contact either Steph (07817 679448) or Naomi (0781 8631277) at:
admin@theeditorialhub.com
ISMTE STANDARDS COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS
Stephanie Sacharov/Naomi Conneely

www.ISMTE.org
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UPDATES

Committee Update:
2018 North American Conference
By Michelle English
2018 North American Planning Committee Chair
Director of Operations
J&J Editorial, LLC

This year’s North American conference will be held at the Renaissance Baltimore Harborplace Hotel in Baltimore,
Maryland. Our program begins with a full day on Thursday, August 2 and continues through lunch on Friday, allowing
attendees time to explore the beautiful Baltimore Harbor or depart mid-afternoon. Our conference will be preceded
Wednesday afternoon by ISMTE’s first ever workshop, entitled “Ethics in Focus: Best Practices for Detecting Plagiarism,”
which will offer an in-depth dive into plagiarism detection in the editorial office. Wednesday evening, we will have
a reception for all attendees with a focus on getting to know new members and attendees.
This year’s conference theme, which runs throughout the European, Asia-Pacific, and North American conferences, is
“Committed to Editorial Excellence.” Our North American Planning Committee has chosen to give life to this theme by
offering a quality program which focuses on practical applications, publishing industry innovations, learning, troubleshooting, and best practices.
We have an innovative program being planned that focuses on topics such as using data to shape journal content,
reporting and metrics, professional development for the early career professional, editorial office resource management,
transparency in co-authorship, and handling bias in peer review. Our workshops will touch on topics such as image
manipulation, use of Excel, Google Docs for collaboration, and fostering reviewer relationships. We will have vendor
breakouts, so attendees can obtain relevant updates from manuscript submission service providers, as well as an
Exchange Forum for attendees to have an open venue to crowdsource pressing questions from members.
Please visit the ISMTE website to register for the conference, the pre-conference workshop, and view the conference
schedule as it is finalized. Follow along using #ISMTE2018.
Committee members:

Michelle English

J&J Editorial, LLC

michelle@jjeditorial.com

Margot Puerta

Feinstein Institute

m.puerta@icloud.com

Ryan Farrell

American Gastroenterological Society

rfarrell@gastro.org

Jason Roberts

Origin Editorial

jason@origineditorial.com

Lindsey Mitchell

American Cancer Society

lindsey.mitchell@cancer.org

Jodi Harrell

Research Square

jodi.harrell@researchsquare.com

Kimberly Retzlaff

American Water Works Association

kretzlaff@awwa.org

Julie Vo

American Society for Clinical Pharmacology &

julie@ascpt.org

Therapeutics
Alexandra Kahler

KWF

alexandra.kahler@kwfco.com

Laura Brashear

Journal of Veterinary and Emergency Critical Care

laura_brashear@yahoo.com
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COPE FLOWCHART

Permission to publish this flowchart was granted by the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE). Please visit http://
publicationethics.org/ for additional flowcharts and information.
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EVENTS

Calendar of Events
14th EASE Conference
June 8-10, 2018
Bucharest, Romania
http://www.ease.org.uk/
ISMTE members receive EASE member registration rate
The 5th Asian Science Editors’ Conference and Workshop 2018
July 18-19, 2018
Bogor Agricultural University, Indonesia
http://asianeditor.org/
ISMTE North American Conference
August 2-3, 2018
Baltimore, Maryland, USA
www.ismte.org
EASE members receive ISMTE member registration rate
INANE 37th Annual Meeting

American Chemical Society Publications

August 6-8, 2018
Boston, Massachusetts, USA
https://nursingeditors.com/

American Institue of Physics

COPE Forum

Origin Editorial, LLC

August 8, 2018
Boston, Massachusetts, USA
http://publicationethics.org/

Wolters Kluwer Health Medical Research

J & J Editorial, LLC

ALPSP Conference and Awards
September 12-14, 2018
Berkshire, UK
http://www.alpsp.org/

Aries Systems Corp.
Clarivate Analytics

13th Annual Be a Better Freelancer® Conference
September 21-22, 2018
Rochester, New York, USA
www.communication-central.com

Compuscript

ISMTE European Conference

Oxford University Press

November 8, 2018
London, UK
www.ismte.org
EASE members receive ISMTE member registration rate

www.ISMTE.org

Elsevier
Enago
SalientContent, LLC
Taylor & Francis
Technica Editorial Services
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EON

Editorial Office News (EON) is the official newsletter of the
International Society of Managing and Technical Editors
(ISMTE) and is published monthly. The contents and opinions
expressed by the authors do not necessarily represent those
of the Society, the Board of Directors, or EON Editors, nor
does the publication of an article constitute an endorsement
on the part of ISMTE of the authors’ organizations or companies. Submissions are welcome and can be sent to the
Editors at the address below. Submissions may be edited for
style and format without the author’s permission. Authors
must seek permission to reprint any copyrighted material
and provide this permission to the Editors.
EON’s content belongs to the members of ISMTE. Users
may view and download EON articles for personal, noncommercial use. Use beyond that allowed by the “Fair Use”
limitations (sections 107 and 108) of the US Copyright law
requires written permission from the EON Editors.

A note on English: ISMTE aims to be a truly international
society. English will represent our lingua franca, but we would
like to stress that, in materials published in EON or online,
variations in idiomatic usage and spelling should reflect the
origins of the author. No one version of English is preferred over
the other.

····························································
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